
Year 5 Summer 1

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5

Question What is the geographical impact of hosting a sporting extravaganza?
Local Study - Tour de Yorkshire.

Novel Kick by Mitch Johnson

Writing Text The Mysteries of Harris Burdick by Chris Van Allsberg

Grammar and
Punctuation Commas- Using commas to clarify meaning or avoid ambiguity in writing Poetry Focus – Summer/Travel

Maths Place Value
including roman

numerals

Addition and Subtraction Multiplication and Division Decimals and Percentages

KIRFs I know the multiplication and
division facts for all times tables

up to 12 x 12
I can identify prime numbers up to

20.

I can recall square numbers up to

144 and their square roots.

I can find factor pairs of a number. I know decimal
number bonds to 1 and

10.

I can recall metric

conversions

Focused
Starters

Decimals Revisit Fractions Revisit Shape - Area/Perimeter Converting Units Time- Word Problems

Science
Animals
including
humans

Describe the
changes as

humans develop
to old age.

Animals and their younger self Describe the changes as humans

develop to old age.  – Foetus

development

Growth & change: Baby & child Growth & change: Adults & old age Human timeline

Geography
Case Study – Local Study

Tour de Yorkshire

What physical geographical
features make Yorkshire a suitable
location for the Tour de Yorkshire?

What are the economic effects of
hosting a large scale sporting

event?

Case Study – London Olympics

What is the legacy of hosting the
2012 Olympics for London and

Britain?

What physical geographical features
does London have that made it a

suitable host for the Olympics (river
for rowing etc)

What was the economic impact of
hosting the Olympics for London?

(jobs, tourism)

Case Study – Rio Olympics

What challenges faced Brazil
when hosting the Olympics?
(deforestation, workers etc)

What economic impact did
hosting the Olympics have on

Brazil?

What was the economic impact
of hosting the Olympics for

London? (jobs, tourism)

Comparison of case studies

What is the difference in scale between the
Toru de Yorkshire and the Olympics?

How do physical geographical features (climate
etc) present different challenges for different

locations?

What has been the legacy of hosting a major
sporting event in each of the locations we

have studied?

Newspaper report – Non Fiction Writing

Computing NC Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be discerning in evaluating digital content. Select, use and combine a variety of software (including
internet services) on a range of digital devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given goals, including collecting, analysing, evaluating and

presenting data and information



Computing
Unit 5.6 - 3D

Modelling

Introducing 2Design and

Make

Moving Points Designing for a Purpose Printing and Making

French

Speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures
Engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to those of others; seek clarification and help

Develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases
Read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing

Music Dancing in the Street by Martha and the Vandellas

PE Orienteering

PHSCE Being my best

RE Christianity
What do Christians believe about the old and new covenants?

Art Reuben Dangoor - Painting

Research contemporary artist Reuban Dangoor. Discuss the message Dangoor wants to convey about football in 2021 through his art. Children will recreate their own
football inspired artwork using graded pencils and choose appropriate paints.


